Jamie Malcolm
Television presenter & host
Jamie Malcolm is reputed to be Australia’s leading
infomercial host with a huge following and mass public
trust. He is a regular presenter on both free to air and
pay television and is often called upon to host and MC
live events, parades, trade shows and corporate videos.
Jamie Malcolm has appeared live in corporate road
shows for Epson, Adobe and A C Nielson and in various
endorsement campaigns.
Jamie Malcolm presents on TVSN and Mornings with Kerri Anne on Channel Nine. Other television
credits include GMA, The Morning Shift and Info Break. He is regularly invited to host corporate
events.
Jamie Malcolm grew up in New Zealand where he began performing in amateur theatre when he
was 12 years old. By the age of 18 he had moved in to professional stage acting, modelling and
also performed in live bands.
Jamie moved to Australia in 1994 and has continued with his theatrical ambitions. Jamie often
features in television and magazine advertisements.
In constant demand, Jamie Malcolm is your perfect blend of credibility and entertainment!

Client testimonials
the past 4 years Jamie has been the Master of Ceremonies at a variety of events. These
“ Over
include dinners at the Western Hotel and Daltone House as well as Mothers’ Day lunches at
Queen Victoria Building. Jamie has overseen proceedings with exceptional humour, sensitivity
and professionalism. The feedback I have had from fellow committee members and patrons
has been uniformly positive. Jamie’s manner is warm, relaxed and engaging. He is witty and
well informed. He is able to command the attention of a large group of people and strives to
ensure that the various needs of an evening are met. Jamie puts in a lot of time prior to the
event to ensure that he is appropriately briefed and prepared.
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- Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology

captures the essence of an event and through his communication and entertainment
“ Jamie
skills guarantees a positive result. I have seen many people try so hard to do what Jamie does
naturally, he is able to help create a level of focus and energy whilst remaining relaxed and
captivating. With his extensive TV experience and professionalism he can light up the room
and loves to work with a live audience. I will definitely be using Jamie again and have no
hesitation at all at recommending his services to others.
- Summit Restaurant

Malcolm is an incredible public speaker! Highly engaging, Jamie brings polished
“ Jamie
performance prowess combined with genuine warmth and humour. Jamie has hosted at a
number of our end of year functions as well as a number of promotional events that we run.
He is an exceptional communicator- articulate and motivating. We’ll be getting him back this
year!
- C3 School of Ministry, Oxford Falls
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